SCHONFELD GROUP NEARLY DOUBLES PORTFOLIO MANAGER HEADCOUNT, INCREASES
COMMITMENT TO FUNDING LEADING MANAGERS
Company Enhances Focus on Fundamental Equity Relative Value, Furthers Quant Strategies, Grows AUM

NEW YORK – June 3, 2014 – Schonfeld Group Holdings LLC, a family office that seeds and allocates trading
and risk capital to internal and external portfolio managers, today announced that the firm has achieved several
recruiting milestones. Schonfeld continues to broaden its platform dedicated to providing both capital and
infrastructure to talented investment teams engaged in Fundamental Equity Relative Value and Statistical
Arbitrage trading strategies.
Schonfeld initiated these strategies as part of its core business in 2007 and during the past 18 months, has
continued to further expand its platform, currently retaining 35 portfolio managers. As a risk tolerant long-term
focused investor, Schonfeld selectively seeks to make additional capital allocation commitments to these
strategies. Recent additions include 15 managers employing Fundamental Equity Relative Value strategies and
five focused on Statistical Arbitrage strategies. Over this period, Schonfeld has seen overall regulatory AUM grow
by four times and international regulatory AUM grow by eight times, as the firm has aggressively expanded into
markets outside of the United States, particularly in Europe and Asia. The firm now counts eight groups across
these geographies.
Schonfeld’s recently-hired managers have joined from a range of firms including Citadel, Hermitage, IVC, J
Goldman, SAC/Point 72, and traditional long/short equity funds, amongst others.
“Schonfeld’s unique position as an incubator for leading strategists, occupying a middle ground between a seeder
and a more traditional multi-manager platform, continues to be attractive to potential PM candidates. This
marketplace position has enabled us to remain entrepreneurial deal-makers, taking into account the needs and
best interests of our current and prospective managers,” said Steven Schonfeld, Chairman, Schonfeld Group.
Backed by industry-leading technology and the experience and commitment of a sophisticated investor in the
market for more than 25 years, Schonfeld’s portfolio management platform features:
Generous Performance-Based Formulaic Payouts
• IP Ownership and Portable Track Records
• The opportunity to raise funds outside of Schonfeld Group
• The opportunity for managers to co-invest in their strategies
• Geographic flexibility
“Despite broad hedge fund underperformance over the past few years, we have been exceedingly pleased with
our returns from this business. At the same time, our portfolio managers have been thrilled with the connectivity
we provide them to infrastructure and the economies of scale we can deliver in terms of assisting them in more
profitably running their businesses,” said Andrew Fishman, President, Schonfeld Group.

About Schonfeld Group

Schonfeld Group Holdings LLC is a family office which makes investments in various equity market strategists,
with an emphasis on Fundamental Equity Relative Value and Statistical Arbitrage. Schonfeld has been in
business since 1988, assessing, evaluating and investing in portfolio managers covering an extensive array of
asset classes in multiple global markets.

